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Can you draw and create a repeated pattern with magic beans ?

The
beanstalk
was very tall.
Can you find
5 things in
your house
that are
taller than
you and 5
things that
are shorter
than you?

The tall beanstalk
is green. How do
you make the
colour green? Can
you create a
collage just using
the colour green?

Can you
create a
castle using
lego bricks
or blocks for
the giant!

Working on
Numbots - your
child will have an
individual login
to access this.

Can you draw 10 leaves on a piece of paper.
Now can you write the number on the leaves in
order from 1-10.
Challenge–can you write the numbers 1-20?
The man had 10 magic beans. He gave 6 to Jack
- how many did he have left? Can you write this
as a number sentence?

Imagine a giant beanstalk grew in your garden.
Draw a picture about what you would like to
find at the top of it.
Can draw a picture of your favourite character
from the story?

In your garden gather lots of leaves and twigs and other natural
materials to create your very own beanstalk.

Listen to the
story ‘Jack
and the
Beanstalk’
on YouTube.
Discuss what
happens in
the story
with a grown
up.

Can you finish the sentence‘In the clouds ……?

Can you explain to a grown up why Jacks mum
was cross with him at the beginning of the
story?

Children to read
to parents daily.
Visit Oxford Owl
for free eBooks
that link to your
child’s ability.

Can you make a list of words to describe the giant?
Would you like the giant as a friend? Why?
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Watch your child’s RWI Phonics Session on you tube
Set 1 - for Spotty and Owlets is at 9.30 daily

Practise saying
your sounds
using your Read
Write Inc sound
mat.

Listen to ‘Rhyme Time’ on YouTube to learn
which words Rhyme!
www.youtube.com/RyhmeTime

Select 5 objects from inside you house or garden, can you say a word
that rhymes with each object?

USEFUL WEBSITES / ADDITIONAL RESOURCES PARENTS MAY WISH TO USE:
www.oxfordowl.co.uk/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCAxW1XT0iEJo0TYlRfn6rYQ
https://www.gonoodle.com/
https://www.worldofdavidwalliams.com/elevenses/
Watch your child’s RWI Phonics Session on you tube

